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Fango scribe William Sean Wilson spoke to fright filmmaker Chad Ferrin for an upcoming mag
piece on his twisted shocker SOMEONE’S KNOCKING AT THE DOOR, and the director
revealed the supplemental details for the upcoming discs of KNOCKING as well as his
previously lensed flick EASTER BUNNY, KILL! KILL!, both streeting this summer on Breaking
Glass Pictures’ Vicious Circle label.

KNOCKING, which stars DEADGIRL’s Noah Segan and THE HILLS HAVE EYES’ Ezra
Buzzington (pictured), is about a bunch of medical students whose explorations of both
mind-altering drugs and decades-old serial murders plunge them into hallucinatory, horrific
situations. The movie will be available May 25 in both rated and unrated versions on DVD, with
the unrated also on Blu-ray; the extras, Ferrin tells us, will include:

• Audio commentary by Ferrin and Segan

• Audio commentary by Ferrin and actor Timothy Muskatell

• 40-minute making-of documentary

• Deleted/extended scenes
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• Five-minute black-and-white film TALDON DRUG TEST SUBJECT #1

• Segan-directed music video

• Three KNOCKING trailers plus previews for EASTER BUNNY and Ferrin’s THE GHOULS

In EASTER BUNNY, the titular holiday mascot comes to murderous life to protect an abused
child. The movie, according to Ferrin, “will finally be available on VOD April 1 through Gravitas
Ventures on all major cable providers” before hitting DVD June 1. This one will come with:

• Audio commentary by Ferrin and star Muskatell

• 15-minute making-of featurette

• “F**k Up: The Casting Woes of EASTER BUNNY, KILL! KILL!” featurette

• Assorted trailers

Look for our story on SOMEONE’S KNOCKING in Fango #294, on sale in May; Segan
discusses the film in issue #291, currently available. See Breaking Glass Pictures’ official
website here and its Facebook page here .
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